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For decades, management consultants and the popular business press have urged large firms to flatten
their hierarchies. Flattening (or delayering) typically refers to the elimination of layers in a firm’s hierarchy
and the broadening of managers’ spans of control. The alleged benefits flow primarily from pushing decisions downward to enhance market responsiveness and improve accountability and morale. Has flattening
delivered on its promise? This article demonstrates that flattening management layers can have the opposite effect from their intention. In fact, flattened firms typically exhibit more control and decision making at
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F

or decades, management consultants and the popular business press have
urged large firms to flatten their hierarchies. Flattening (or delayering, as
it is also known) typically refers to the elimination of layers in a firm’s
organizational hierarchy, and the broadening of managers’ spans of
control. In fact, The Boston Consulting Group applied for a trademark in 2005 for
the term delayering to designate its distinctive approach to flattening the corporate
pyramid. The rationale for flattening seems sound: to remain competitive in the face
of increased competition, for instance, firms must pursue a streamlined, efficient
organization that can respond more quickly to customers. While flattening is said
to reduce costs, its alleged benefits flow primarily from changes in internal governance: by pushing decisions downward, firms not only enhance customer and market responsiveness, but also improve accountability and morale.1
Have large firms flattened their hierarchies? And, if so, has flattening delivered on its promise and pushed decisions down to lower-level managers? What
has flattening meant in reality? Surprisingly, no one has addressed these questions
rigorously and empirically.2
Accordingly, I set out to investigate the flattening phenomenon using a variety of methods, including quantitative analysis of large datasets and more qualitative
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research in the field involving executive interviews and a survey on executive time
use (see the Appendix, “About the Research”). Using a large-scale panel dataset of
reporting relationships, job descriptions, and compensation structures in a sample
of over 300 large U.S. firms over roughly a 15-year period, my co-authors and
I began by characterizing the shifting “shape” of each company’s hierarchy.3 We
focused on the top of the pyramid: after all, it is the CEO and other members of senior
management who make the resource-allocation decisions that ultimately determine
firm strategy and performance. Then, to dig deeper
into how decisions are made in flattened firms, we
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complemented the historical data analysis with
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exploratory interviews with executives—what CEOs
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say—and analysis of data on executive time use—
Organization.
what CEOs do.
We discovered that flattening has occurred, but it is not what it is widely
assumed to be. In line with the conventional view of flattening, we find that CEOs
eliminated layers in the management ranks, broadened their spans of control, and
changed pay structures in ways suggesting some decisions were in fact delegated
to lower levels. However, using multiple methods of analysis, we find other evidence sharply at odds with the prevailing view of flattening. In fact, flattened firms
exhibited more control and decision making at the top. Not only did CEOs centralize
more functions, such that a greater number of functional managers reported
directly to them (e.g., CFO, CHRO, CIO); firms also paid lower-level division managers less when functional managers joined the top team, suggesting more decisions at the top. Furthermore, CEOs report in interviews that they flattened to
“get closer to the businesses” and become more involved, not less, in internal
operations and subordinate activities. Finally, our analysis of time use indicates
that CEOs of flattened firms allocate more time to internal interactions. Taken
together, the evidence suggests that flattening transferred some decision rights
from lower-level division managers to functional managers at the top. Flattening
is associated with increased CEO involvement with direct reports—the second
level of top management—suggesting a more hands-on CEO at the pinnacle of
the hierarchy.
Is this something managers should care about? Yes! Firms may flatten
structure to delegate decisions, but doing so can have the opposite effect and
lead to unintended consequences for other aspects of internal governance. For
instance, a manager may flatten structure to push decisions down and then hire
and develop division managers suited to “being the boss.” However, if flattening
actually pushes decisions up, the division managers are now out of sync with
the organization: they don’t have autonomy to make decisions and there is a mismatch between managerial talent and decision rights. Moreover, a change in
structure has implications, not only for who makes decisions, but also for how
decisions are made. Flatter structures involve different roles for the CEO and the
senior team.
This article documents the results of the flattening phenomenon at the top of
the corporate hierarchy,4 defining what it is and describing what it means for internal
governance, the role of the CEO, and decision making.
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Corporate Structure as a Form of Internal Governance
Hierarchies supervise workers and coordinate their activities: they designate
“who reports to whom,” thus specifying boss-subordinate relationships throughout
the organization. Hierarchies and organizational structures shape how decisions
are made and how information is communicated and processed.5 Another essential
element of corporate structure is the design of compensation schemes that align
managerial incentives and guide decision making. Firms change their corporate
structures in response to changes in their environments.6 An early example is the
M-form organization,7 which defined a set of management roles and relationships
that emphasized delegation of authority to operating divisions whose activities were
coordinated and controlled by corporate management. This organizational form
became pervasive among large companies throughout the 1950s and 1960s in
response to market growth and technological change that drove greater diversity in
products and markets.
Over the past several decades, deregulation and increased trade have enhanced product-market competition in globalized markets. Large institutional shareholders have replaced corporate raiders and hostile takeovers as sources of external
governance. Declining costs and massive investments in information technology
have created opportunities for more efficient organizational forms. In response to
these massive shifts in their environment, firms have changed their strategies and
redrawn their boundaries by divesting peripheral businesses, focusing on core areas
while outsourcing selected activities, and merging at a historically unprecedented
rate.8 New strategies and vastly more complex environments require different modes
of internal governance: different structures, different ways of making decisions,
different incentives, and different skills. Shorter product life cycles require faster
decisions that are more responsive to customers. More demanding shareholders
set higher fiduciary standards for senior executives forcing structural changes that
reduce inefficiencies in bureaucratic organizations. Advances in information technology improve access to data and facilitate coordination and communication within
and across levels inside firms. Given all these upheavals, it is possible that the tall
hierarchies of the past may no longer be effective. In fact, scholars and practitioners
have described new corporate structures that are distinct from the traditional multidivisional form.9 In light of this, it makes sense for firms to change organizational
structures and other methods of internal governance.
Against this backdrop of intensified competition in product markets, the belief
was widespread that firms were eliminating layers in their internal structures and
pushing decisions down to lower-level managers. However, we know little about
whether reality matched that perception.

Investigation of the Flattening Phenomenon
Evidence Supporting the “Advertised” View
Using our large-sample dataset, we found that firm hierarchies have changed
dramatically over the period from 1986-2006. Specifically, CEOs have flattened
the hierarchical structure of senior management: they delayered and eliminated
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EXHIBIT 1. The Flattened Firm (Illustrative Example for Large U.S. Firms from 1986-2006)
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Note: DMs are Division Managers, the lowest-level managers with profit-center responsibility.

management levels and broadened their span of control. Many CEOs eliminated the
Chief Operating Officer (COO) position and increased the number of division managers reporting directly to the CEO. The same CEOs also broadened their span of
control significantly and increased the number of functional managers (e.g., CFO,
CHRO, CIO) reporting directly to them. Firms dramatically changed the structure
of management compensation by increasing their emphasis on performance pay
(i.e., bonuses, stock options, and restricted stock) relative to base salaries. Exhibit 1
illustrates the broad structural differences between the classic multidivisional firm
and a flattened firm.

Delayering
Our first main finding is that firms have delayered over the period 1986 to
1998. They have systematically eliminated layers in the hierarchical structure of
senior management. Part of this delayering can be attributed to the elimination of
key senior management positions that served as intermediaries. For instance, the
Chief Operating Officer (COO), who typically stood between the CEO and the rest
of the firm, has become increasingly rare. The number of firms with COOs decreased
by approximately 20 percent over the 1986-1998 period (55 percent had a COO
10
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in 1986 but only 45 percent did in 1998).11 However, delayering did not consist
merely of the elimination of a single intermediary position. To capture a more general portrait of delayering, we measured depth, defined as the average number of
hierarchical positions between the CEO and division managers.12 (We chose division
managers because they were consistently defined as the lowest-level managers with
profit-center responsibility.) We found that the number of positions between division
heads and CEOs declined by about 25 percent, from 1.6 in 1986 to 1.2 in 1999 (see
Exhibit 2).
However, was this delayering or restructuring? The trend toward closer
reporting relationships between division managers and the CEO could result from
companies regrouping into fewer and larger operating divisions whose managers
moved closer to the top. Interestingly, when we tracked the same division-manager
position over time, we found that the position moved closer to the top of the hierarchy. Such changes cannot be explained simply by restructuring. Instead, our evidence suggests that firms delayered, eliminating management levels. By contrast to
other studies on hierarchies,13 our data allow us to track the reporting relationship
of a given division-manager position over time and to trace its movement up the
hierarchy.
We do find solid evidence of delayering—that is, firms eliminated layers of
management. This finding is consistent with the prevailing notion of flattening.

EXHIBIT 2. Division Depth and CEO Span of Control
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Source: Based on data described in Raghuram G. Rajan and Julie Wulf, “The Flattening Firm: Evidence from Panel Data on the Changing
Nature of Corporate Hierarchies,” Review of Economics and Statistics, 88/4 (November 2006): 759-773; Maria Guadalupe and Julie Wulf,
“The Flattening Firm and Product Market Competition: The Effect of Trade Liberalization on Corporate Hierarchies,” American Economic
Journal: Applied Economics, 2/4 (October 2010): 105-127.
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A Broader CEO Span of Control
Our second main finding is that firms dramatically increased the CEO’s span
of control over the same time period.14 The number of positions reporting directly
to the CEO increased from 4.5 in 1986 to almost 7 in 1999 (see Exhibit 2). More
recent data on a smaller sample of firms reveals that CEO span of control more than
doubled from 4.7 in the second half of the 1980s to 9.8 approximately 20 years later
(see Exhibit 3).15 Thus the size of executive teams more than doubled over a 20-year
period. Part of this increase in span was certainly due to the elimination of intermediary positions such as that of COO. However, even in firms without COOs, the number of positions reporting to the CEO increased substantially. Broader spans were
driven to some degree by the migration of traditionally more junior “line” positions
up the hierarchy, such as that of division managers reporting directly to the CEO.
However, new functional manager or “corporate staff” positions were also joining
the senior executive team, such as the Chief Information Officer (CIO), in addition
to the increasing importance of existing positions like the Chief Human Resource
Officer (CHRO).16
Did flattening make sense—that is, was it optimal? Our evidence suggests that
firms delayered and CEOs increased their span of control—firms became less tall and
more wide—in response to intensified competition in their product markets.17 We
characterize intensified competition in a firm’s industry by the reduction in tariffs
associated with the liberalization of trade. In one of the first papers to document
a causal effect on organizational change, we find that greater competition within
a firm’s industry caused firms to delayer (and to increase performance pay for division managers).18 Furthermore, CEOs narrowed the scope of their firms’ business

EXHIBIT 3. Shift toward Functional Managers in the Composition of the CEO’s Top Team
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portfolios (becoming less diversified) and also broadened their span of control. The
evidence suggests that firms flattened in response to change in the environment in
which they operate. Firms may flatten to change decision making and cut costs in
the face of narrowing their portfolios of businesses.
So, we find that firms delayered and increased spans of control—i.e., they
changed the “shape” of the hierarchy and became less tall and more wide—in
response to greater competition. This is consistent with our notion of flattening.

Delegation of Decision Making at the Top
Our third main finding is that as firms flattened, they also changed incentives
and the structure of pay for division managers—the positions historically at the lowest level in the top-management hierarchy.19 One might naturally expect incentive
pay and decision rights to go hand in hand. That is, firms delegate decisions to division managers and simultaneously link their pay to performance to ensure that they
make good decisions for the firm.20 To infer whether this was the case, we looked at
whether division managers’ compensation changed when firms delayered. Several
of our findings suggest that firms delegated greater decision-making authority to
division managers as they delayered. First, as division managers moved closer to
the top, their pay increased—both the amount of their compensation (salary plus
bonus) and the fraction of it tied directly to firm performance (i.e., stock options,
restricted stock). Second, division managers were more likely to be appointed corporate officers over time, a status that typically entails greater firm-wide responsibilities.
Though not conclusive, this set of facts is generally consistent with greater delegation
of authority to lower-level managers in delayered firms.
So far, flattening appears to have done exactly what we would expect it to do:
in the face of increased competition, firms shifted decision rights from the top of the
organization downward. In other words, firms decentralized decision making or delegated decisions to lower levels. However, it turns out that the story is not so straightforward. For one thing, we uncovered some intriguing additional facts that are at
odds with the widely held perception of flattening. For another, it is inaccurate to
label flattening as synonymous with either decentralization or centralization. It has elements of both.
Let’s take a closer look at what a broader CEO span of control might mean for
decision making. Does it mean top-down or bottom-up decision making? Does it
mean that the CEO is more or less involved? On the one hand, a broader span
may prevent the CEO from interfering in subordinates’ decisions.21 Since CEOs are
time-constrained, they have less time to allocate to each subordinate when they have
more direct reports.22 It follows that subordinates are making more decisions, and
that CEOs are more hands-off as they push decisions down—a form of decentralization. On the other hand, a broader span means that the CEO has more direct connections deeper in the organization, and is potentially more involved in decision making
across more organizational units. Thus division managers’ decision making is subject
to more direct oversight by a hands-on CEO who exercises more control and pushes
decisions up—a form of centralization.
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Evidence Against the “Advertised” View
Changes in the Composition of the Executive Team
Our fourth main finding is that CEOs also dramatically changed the composition of the types of positions that report directly to them.23 We found that CEOs
dramatically increased the number of corporate staff (or functional managers) that
compose their top executive teams. The C-suite became increasingly populated by
functional specialists with firm-wide responsibility for a specific function, including
the Chief Human Resource officer (CHRO), the Chief Information Officer (CIO),
and the Chief Marketing Officer (CMO). The shift was dramatic. In fact, of the five
positions added to the CEO’s span of control on average over the 20-year period, four
were corporate staff (or functional managers) and only one was a line or general
manager (e.g., division manager). (See Exhibit 3.)
What do these changes in the mix at the top imply about decision making?
Did they push decisions down? Quite the opposite. The composition of the executive team sheds light on the extent to which functions are centralized at the
top. The shift toward functional managers suggests more centralized, corporatewide decisions being made at the top.24 Thus the change in the mix of the top
team is at odds with pushing decisions down; instead it suggests more decisions
at the top.25
We also found that CEOs changed the structure of their top teams and their
strategies in response to changes in their environments. While CEOs were increasing
the number of corporate staff positions reporting directly to them, they were simultaneously becoming less diversified and investing in information technology.26
In other words, companies became less diversified and focused more on their core
businesses as they shifted toward more control at the top. One interpretation is
that, by centralizing the functions, firms realized synergies across their increasingly
related and interdependent businesses. Also, as the costs of communication and
information technology dropped dramatically, it became easier for corporate-wide
functional managers to coordinate across businesses and exploit synergies. One
might expect advances in IT to increase the CEO’s span of control. However, we
found no support for this hypothesis. Instead, the adoption of IT is correlated with
more functional managers at the top—and certain types of positions (i.e., CFO,
CHRO, General Counsel)—suggesting that IT centralized certain types of functions.
A well-known example of a CEO flattening to centralize decisions in the face of strategic change is Lou Gerstner’s turnaround of IBM in 1993. Gerstner increased the
number of corporate staff positions in the senior executive team to coordinate activities firm-wide in order to execute the new “One IBM” strategy based on an integrated product and service offering to customers.27
Which functional positions became more prominent? Specifically, the finance, law and human-resource functions—administrative functions—were more
likely to join the C-suite especially in firms that increased investments in information
technology (see Exhibit 4). Interestingly, the functional positions closer to products
and markets—marketing and R&D—became more prominent when firms narrowed
their business portfolios, consistent with the explanation of exploiting synergies
across businesses.
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EXHIBIT 4. Importance of Top Functional Managers, by Position
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Source: Based on data described in Raghuram G. Rajan and Julie Wulf, “The Flattening Firm: Evidence from Panel Data on the Changing
Nature of Corporate Hierarchies,” Review of Economics and Statistics, 88/4 (November 2006): 759-773; Maria Guadalupe, Hongyi Li,
and Julie Wulf, “Who Lives in the C-Suite? Organizational Structure and the Division of Labor in Top Management,” working paper, 2011.

Changes in Pay at the Top
The structure of compensation—both the importance of performance pay and
the selection of performance measures—can align managers’ incentives to motivate
them to make decisions that enhance firm value. We argued earlier that more performance-based pay for division managers goes hand in hand with greater authority.
However, do changes in both the amount and structure of compensation for functional managers at the top reveal anything about decision making?
There has been much discussion of rampant increases in CEO pay, primarily in
the form of stock options.28 We documented a similar trend for senior-management
positions in general. Exhibit 5 plots the ratio of long-term incentive pay to cash compensation over a 13-year period for selected senior manager positions. Long-term
incentives include stock options, restricted stock, and performance units; we defined
cash compensation as salary plus bonus. What we see is a significant increase in
incentive pay for many senior-executive positions—both functional (CFO, Legal,
R&D, HR) and division managers (DM)—in addition to CEOs. We cannot determine
whether the trends in the structure of pay are caused by flattening or the other way
around. However, we do explore the relationship between incentive pay and the
organizational structure at the top.
Our fifth main finding is that division manager pay declines as functional
managers join the executive team.29 Notably, this relationship is driven by “product”
functional managers who perform activities that are typically the responsibility of
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EXHIBIT 5. Performance Pay for Top Managers, by Position
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Nature of Corporate Hierarchies,” Review of Economics and Statistics, 88/4 (November 2006): 759-773; Maria Guadalupe, Hongyi Li,
and Julie Wulf, “Who Lives in the C-Suite? Organizational Structure and the Division of Labor in Top Management,” working paper, 2011.

division managers (e.g., marketing and R&D) and not the administrative functions
(e.g., finance, legal, and human resources). Moreover, as functional managers move
to the top, they get paid more. If pay is positively correlated with decision rights, this
finding suggests that functional managers made more decisions as they moved closer
to the CEO, while division managers made less. In other words, functional managers
at the top made decisions or performed activities that were previously performed by
the division manager. This finding is directly at odds with what we think of as flattening: instead of pushing decisions down to lower-level division managers, functional
managers at the top of the flattened firm are performing corporate-wide functional
activities—a form of centralization.

What Does Flattening Really Tell Us about Decision Making?
What have we learned about flattening, internal governance, and decision
making? Firms did delayer while adopting high-powered incentives for division
managers suggesting the delegation of decisions—all in response to intensified competition in product markets. However, CEOs also shifted the mix of the top team
toward functional managers, meanwhile decreasing the pay of division managers
as functional managers joined the top team. Standard classifications of “centralization” or “decentralization” are too simple to represent accurately these changes in
internal governance. Firms are doing both. However, this new corporate structure
seems at odds with prevailing notions of flattening and more consistent with decision
making at the top—centralized decision making via more oversight by higher-level
functional managers and reduced roles for lower-level division managers.

The Changing Role of the CEO
Though some of our evidence suggests that flattening signifies more control at
the top, it doesn’t necessarily mean that CEOs are more involved and making more
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decisions themselves. Even when functional managers in the top team make more
corporate-wide decisions, the CEO may remain uninvolved. Next, we investigated
what flattening means for the role of the CEO.
Despite our large sample’s representativeness and the length of the period
covered (1986-2006), our measures (the structure of the organization and compensation) limited us to inferences about how decisions were made. That is, we did not
observe decision making inside the firms in our sample. More recently, to better
understand what flattening means for the role of the CEO and how decisions
are made in flattened firms, we conducted two types of research in the field: CEO
interviews—what CEOs say—and analysis of CEO time use—what CEOs do. Our quantitative and qualitative data are from two distinct time periods. The large-sample panel
dataset covers the period from 1986 to 2006, while the CEO interviews and time
use survey were conducted during 2010 to 2011. However, the implications of both
analyses, despite the gap in timing, consistently suggest a robust organizational phenomenon that has persisted for at least the past two decades.

What CEOs Say—Flattening to “Get Closer to the Businesses”
If, as our evidence suggests, CEOs flattened in order to centralize functions and
to make more decisions at the top—the question remains—did CEOs become more or
less involved in subordinates’ decisions and activities? An example of flattening at the
top is the organizational change undertaken by the CEO of General Electric in 2002.
Jeffrey Immelt eliminated the position of the chairman of GE Capital and instead
had the four business-unit heads of GE Capital report directly to him. That is, Immelt
flattened the organization by increasing the span of control and reducing the number
of reporting levels between the unit heads and the CEO. Immelt’s reasoning was as
follows: “The reason for doing this is simple—I want more contact with the financial-services teams. With this simplified structure, the leaders of these four businesses
will interact directly with me, enabling faster decision making and execution.”30 This
statement links greater involvement on the part of the CEO with faster decision
making. Is greater involvement the aim of flattening in general?
As a first step to answering this question, we conducted exploratory interviews with seven CEOs of large U.S. Fortune 500 firms from January through June,
2011 (on average, $50 billion in revenues and 120,000 employees).31 While a small
sample, five of the seven firms we interviewed were present in the large-sample
studies. We collected detailed data on changes in the organizational structures at
the top from the companies and used the interviews to get a rough sense of whether
the trends from the earlier sample extended through more recent years. However,
the main purpose of the interviews was to discuss the flattening of firms, and more
specifically the broadening of the CEO’s span of control: what had caused it, its consequences and its meaning for decision making and the role of the CEO. While we
cannot generalize from such a small sample of firms, the exploratory interviews shed
some light on possible mechanisms behind the flattening phenomenon.
Our main insight from the interviews is that flattening is not about delegation
of decision making to subordinates and a hands-off role for the CEO. In fact, the most
consistent message from the CEOs was that they had changed the structure of their
executive team and broadened their span of control to “get closer to the businesses.”
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They or their predecessors had eliminated the COO position in pursuit of more
control, more oversight, and more involvement in business operations and decisions,
not less. This finding is in stark contrast to the prevailing perception of flattening.
Whatever the term used—delegation of decision making, empowerment, or decentralization—the perceived objective of flattening is to push decisions down. However,
the evidence from our interviews suggested exactly the opposite: CEOs flatten to
achieve more control, to get more involved and to become more hands-on. Among
the CEOs that we interviewed, flattening at the top involved more decisions at the
highest level in the pyramid.
CEOs offered several explanations for broadening their spans of control, but
three themes were particularly relevant: to get access to information and bring more
voices to the table; to more effectively drive change through the top team in rapidly
changing business environments; and to assess and develop executive talent. More
broadly, advances in information technology (e-mail, voicemail, access to performance dashboards) have reduced the costs of communication and coordination,
increasing CEO management capacity. CEOs have invested this additional capacity
by eliminating the COO position, managing more subordinates and getting more
involved in internal operations. CEOs reported that having no COO gave them
direct access to unfiltered information—in contrast to the vertical information flows
associated with a steeper hierarchy and additional management levels. An accompanying cost of having no COO is the difficulty of developing successors without
the general-management training of the COO position. To address this problem,
CEOs have adopted alternative mechanisms, such as horizontal rotation and
“double-hatting” so executives acquire both staff and line experience. Relatedly,
flattened firms limit “vertical” promotion opportunities for division managers and
firms partially address the associated executive development challenges via multiple
assignments at the same level for development (e.g., same job, but different business
or location).
Although flatter structures go hand in hand with more involved CEOs, the role
of the CEO—and in flattened firms in particular—does not appear to match traditional
notions of command and control. Based on evidence from the interviews, CEOs with
broader spans of control claimed to have shifted from a hub-and-spoke model of interaction to a team-based collaborative model. Hub-and-spoke models—with the CEO as
the hub and subordinates as spokes—are based on vertical information flows and
entail extensive one-on-one interaction with the CEO in his role as integrator. In contrast, the collaborative model involves team-based interaction among the CEO and
subordinates, characterized by more horizontal information flows and a CEO who
facilitates discussion and devotes less attention to integration.32 Also, based on our
interviews, the shift in the composition of the top team by CEOs toward functional
managers is associated with more coordination among the top team and a different
role for the CEO and senior executives.
To sum up, the evidence from the interviews suggests that a flatter hierarchy at the top is not associated with a hands-off CEO who delegates decisions to
subordinates—on the contrary, CEOs are much more involved. Nor does their
involvement consist of the typical command and control associated with the huband-spoke model. Instead, the CEO facilitates more team-based interactions. This
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configuration has implications for information flows, executive development, and
the skill sets needed in the top team.

What CEOs Do—Flattening and Increased Allocation of CEOs’ Time
to Internal Operations
The evidence from the interviews suggests that flattening corresponds with
CEOs involving themselves more intensively in internal operations and subordinates’
activities. However, what CEOs say and what they do may be two different things.33
For a more objective portrait of the role of CEOs in flattened firms today, we analyzed
how CEOs allocate their time.34 In January 2010, we compiled a unique data set
using a survey instrument that enabled us to track time-use over the course of a representative week for a sample of 65 CEOs attending an executive education course at
Harvard Business School.35 We measured the daily activities of CEOs and their interactions with their external and internal constituencies. We distinguished between
time alone and time interacting with others (meetings), and further between interactions with insiders and outsiders. We also documented the nature of interactions
between CEOs and their subordinates (e.g., length of the meeting, number of participants, and functions represented). These data allow us to assess how CEOs’ activities
vary by the structure and composition of their executive teams.36
Our time-use findings are largely consistent with the CEO interviews. Specifically, a flattened structure at the top corresponds with a CEO who is more involved
with internal operations. Though one might expect CEOs with more direct reports
to work longer hours, we find no evidence of this pattern. However, we do find that
how CEOs allocate their time depends heavily on the structure of the executive team.
First, CEOs with broader spans of control spend more time in meetings and less time
alone—a finding consistent with greater involvement. We also find that a COO acts as
a substitute for CEO attention to internal functions/operations: CEOs who have COOs
spend less time in interactions and more time alone. When we analyze time spent in
long meetings with insiders, we find that broader spans are associated with a certain
type of meeting: multi-participant, planned in advance, and cross-functional in
nature. We cannot observe how decisions were made in these meetings. However,
given the extreme time constraints facing CEOs, it seems reasonable to assume that
if the CEO attends the meeting, he or she has some role in decision making.
That broader spans are associated with more time spent in meetings with multiple insider participants is consistent with the theme from the interviews that CEOs
at flattened firms are closer to the businesses and more involved in internal operations. This evidence too broadly suggests that flattening at the top is at odds with
pushing decisions down to subordinates. Instead it is consistent with more control
at the top on the part of a more involved, hands-on CEO.

What Are the Implications for Managers?
Ultimately, does any of this actually matter to managers? A general principle
of governing managerial human capital is that when you change one component of
governance, you must change the other elements as well. An effective system of
internal governance requires components that are complementary and fit together.37
For instance, organizations with interdependent divisions that grant autonomy and
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latitude to division managers should also link their pay to firm performance to
assure that managers make decisions that benefit the firm, not just their individual
silos. Also, organizations that grant autonomy should hire managers who value it
and then take pains to develop their managerial decision-making skills. For optimal
firm performance, in short, latitude in decision making should be bundled with firmbased performance pay and with selection of managers who value autonomy and
are skilled at making decisions. It follows that internal governance instruments—
organizational structure, decision rights, managerial talent, and incentive design—
should all match up.
Thus, we see that flattened firms require a different system to govern the
hiring, development, motivation, and decision making of managers. What can go
wrong otherwise? If you flatten to push decisions down and instead the decisions
go up, then division managers that you have hired to “be the boss” are out of sync
with the way decisions are made. Clearly, there is a mismatch between managerial
talent and decision rights. So, flattening is not just about structural change. It affects
the role of the CEO, how decisions are made, and managerial incentives. However,
its consequences are far-reaching for strategy, execution, and for the ways that firms
create value. It also has consequences for the internal governance of managerial
human capital, undeniably one of the most important resources for firms today.

Conclusion
So, what can we conclude about “the flattened firm”? According to our
research, it has fewer levels and broader spans of control. Division managers are
closer to the top and have more performance-based pay. However, the top team consists of more and higher-paid functional managers making corporate-wide decisions.
Also, the senior executive group is led by a CEO who is more involved, not less. The
flattened firm also appears to rely on more coordination among the top team and a
different role for the CEO. The evidence is at odds with simply pushing decisions
down. Flattening at the top is a complex phenomenon that in the end looks more like
centralization.
At the same time, standard classifications of “centralization” or “decentralization” are too simple to explain the flattening phenomenon. Our research shows that,
in fact, firms are doing both. While our evidence is at odds with simply pushing decisions down, it seems crucial to consider different types of decisions and activities and
how they vary by level in the hierarchy. For example, division managers may “be the
boss” for decisions that are closer to what customers/segments to target, what prices
to charge, and what competitors to monitor. In contrast, more “staff-related” decisions around shared resources—such as managing the corporate brand, implementing a corporate-wide lean manufacturing process, or auditing and control of
administrative functions such as finance, legal, and human resources—may be made
at the top. To better understand these issues, it is necessary to get detailed information on decision making at different levels and across functions.
The highly decentralized multidivisional form became prevalent as firms
diversified their business portfolios in response to the increasingly complex environments in which they operated—“structure follows strategy.”38 Over the past several
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decades, large U.S. firms have shifted their strategies toward less diversified business
portfolios. Our research on the flattening phenomenon suggests that firms, in response to changes in their environments and along with shifts in strategy, have
adopted a structure that is distinct from the traditional, highly decentralized multidivisional organization.

APPENDIX
About the Research: Data Used in This Study
§ Large-Sample Panel Dataset (1986-2006): The large-sample findings
reported in this article draw on a detailed panel database of managerial job
descriptions, reporting relationships and compensation structures in a large
sample (300+) of established U.S. firms over the 14-year period 1986-1999.
The companies in the sample represent a range of industries and have on average almost 50,000 employees and are most representative of Fortune 500 firms.
The organizational variables (e.g., span of control, depth) in the dataset were
constructed using data from a compensation survey of more than 50 senior
and middle management positions conducted by Hewitt Associates, a large
employee-benefits consulting firm. We reconstruct firm hierarchies and characterize their breadth (CEO span of control) and depth (number of positions
between CEO and division manager) by using the title of the position that each
position reports to. We capture the flattening of firms through changes in CEO
span of control and depth of division manager positions over time.39 We
extended the time period to 2006 for the positions reporting directly to the
CEO for a subset of firms using data from detailed organizational charts collected
by The Conference Board.40
§ CEO Interviews (2011): We conducted exploratory interviews with seven
CEOs from large U.S. Fortune 500 companies from January to June, 2011
(on average, $50 billion in revenues and 120,000 employees).41 The firms
were led by CEOs with varying tenure in position, covered a variety of industries, and included firms in related businesses plus more diversified businesses.
While a small sample, five of the seven firms were present in the large-sample
studies. We collected detailed data on changes in the organizational structures
at the top of these firms in advance of the interviews and used the interviews
to explore whether the trends from the earlier sample extended through
more recent years.
§ Time-Use Data (2010): The data contains time-use information on a sample
of 65 CEOs attending an executive education course at Harvard Business
School in January 2010.42 Each CEO’s time allocation is monitored over
a pre-selected workweek. Using a novel survey instrument designed by
Bandiera, Guiso, Prat, and Sadun,43 we classify time allocation into several
categories with unprecedented detail: time alone, time interacting with others
(meetings), and time interacting with insiders vs. outsiders. We explore
additional characteristics of the meetings to better document the nature of the
interactions between CEOs and their subordinates (length of meeting, number
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of participants, cross-functional participants, duration, planned vs. unplanned,
and function-specific interactions). About two-thirds of the subjects are based
in North America, while the rest are mainly in Europe and Asia. The time use
data is complemented by organizational chart information, specifically the
number and types of positions reporting directly to the CEO. Given the challenge in getting access to CEO calendars, most of the firms participating in the
time use study are much smaller than those in the large-sample, longitudinal
studies. While we have rich detail about CEO time allocation, our survey does
not collect any information about decision making, per se.
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